SS9001-N95
USER SEAL CHECK:

STEP 1.
Place the respirator in hand with nosepiece facing downward, let the headband loose and hanging freely underneath your hand.

STEP 2.
Hold and press the respirator against your mouth, setting the nosepiece on the bridge of your nose.

STEP 3.
Pull and place lower headband around your head and set it below your ears; pull and placed upper headband on the back of your head.

STEP 4.
Adjust the nosepiece and firmly press against your nose to form the shape to fit.

STEP 5.
To test fitness:
   a. Press firmly with respirator and carefully adjust to center position against your mouth.
   b. Inhale vigorously; if air is felt leaking into the respirator, readjust the headband or nosepiece for better fit. Try testing again after readjusting until a pass is achieved.

   Another method is to cover the facepiece with your hand and exhale vigorously, if air is felt leaking out through the edge of the respirator, readjust and try again.

Carefully follow the instruction for proper fitting to achieve maximum protection.